Legacy of Quality Care
Because Walnut Place has a 35+ year history and has earned the reputation, respect and
trust of families in Dallas as a leader in senior living, residents and their family members can be
confident being a part of a quality and stable organization. Not only is Walnut Place a great place to live,
but it is a great place to work. Many team members have worked at our community for many years and
residents build long-lasting relationships with staff and enjoy the continuity of care.

Award Winning Culinary Chef
Preparing Home-Cooked Meals

Heartfelt CONNECTIONS™
Memory Care Program

At Walnut Place residents can look forward to
nutritious and delicious meals. Here, meal services
are prepared under the direction of the Culinary Chef
who trained at the Culinary Institute of America
Masterworks and won the Iron Chef DFW region
for Compass Group. Residents enjoy personal menu
selections on a daily basis. Special diets, as required,
are routinely provided.

For individuals living with Alzheimer’s
disease or other forms of dementia, Heartfelt
CONNECTIONS—A Memory Care Program®
promotes physical and emotional well-being,
supports daily functioning and maintains a sense of
satisfaction, dignity and quality of life.

All Inclusive Rates
We realize the decision regarding your loved one’s
care is complex, so we have simplified the cost of
assisted living to make it easier for you to plan ahead.
The All-Inclusive rate means NO additional fees for
any care! Walnut Place has simplified things, to make
life easier on you. No more worries about added
care fees or unexpected rate increases. The only
additional expenses families should expect to incur
are for personal amenities and services the senior
might want, such as beauty/barber shop fees, pet fees,
telephone, cable or transportation services.

The highly individualized memory care program
starts with truly getting to know each resident. Our
skilled, trained and compassionate team uses the
insights gained from each life story to develop
person-centered activities and programming for
each resident.
Additionally, Walnut Place is a Music & Memory®
Certified Care Organization. Grounded in extensive
research, Music & Memory helps individuals living
with a wide range of cognitive and physical challenges
find renewed joy in life through musical favorites.

2019 Best of Assisted Living
Thanks to our residents and their families for sharing their kind words and
positive reviews on SeniorAdvisor.com, Walnut Place has earned the 2019
Assisted Living Award from SeniorAdvisor.com. Award winners represent the
best of the best of senior living providers based on online reviews written by
seniors and their families. This exclusive designation honors the top one percent
of senior care providers across the United States and Canada.
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